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About This Content

Los Angeles is a major hub for air travel in the United States. Not only are there several major airports in the area, but there is a
large general aviation presence as well. Additionally, there are more helipads in Los Angeles than in any other city. Every day,

numerous helicopter and light aircraft flights are made around the city every day in addition to major airline traffic. Sightseeing
flights are incredibly popular with tourists, as they are ideal for experiencing stunning aerial views from coastline to the

mountains.

US Cities X: Los Angeles for FSX: Steam Edition, developed by Limesim, is jam-packed with realistic and detailed textures
and mesh terrain. Based on extensive aerial images, all major buildings, landmarks, airports and heliports within the scenery

area are faithfully recreated – for the LA area, there are 150 helipads alone!

Please note that this pack only includes one season and no night textures. US Cities X Los Angeles includes a configuration tool
which can be accessed via the Steam Tools menu.

Features:

Detailed 3D renderings of the 3 city centres covered by more than 5,000 major buildings including downtown Los
Angeles, Long Beach, and Irvine/Santa Ana

Aerial image coverage with up to 30cm/pixel resolution

Major airports in and around the city are covered with high res ground images with customized mesh terrain including:
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Los Angeles Int’l (KLAX), Burbank Bob Hope (KBUR), John Wayne Orange Co. (KSNA), Long Beach (KLGB), Van
Nuys (KVNY), Catalina "Airport in the Sky" (KAVX - features new building structures), Santa Monica Municipal
(KSMO) and many more!

Full rendering of Catalina Island featuring detailed scenery of the “Airport in the Sky” with sloped runway. Catalina
Island also includes a helipad

More than 1,000 major buildings and 454,000 accurately placed autogen objects

Highly detailed and customized mesh terrain

150 helipads, including well-known ones such as US Bank (the world’s highest rooftop helipad), LAPD Hooper Heliport
(largest rooftop heliport in the world), Queen Mary Heliport, Catalina Air-Sea Terminal Heliport, and Catalina Island
Pebbly Beach Seaplane Base and Heliport

Sound effects include downtown and highway traffic, plus animated gulls

Animated ships and boats between LA Port and Catalina Island

Traffic on most major roads

Includes a Scenery Density Tool accessible via the Tools section of your Steam Library which enables you to customize
the level of detail for this pack.
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its very good dlc. After I downloaded it, things went black and steam crashes.
I asked for help and was ignored, of course.
I asked for a refund and, of course I was told, NO!
After downloading and removing it 4 times, it still doesn't work and I receive messages about not being able to find scenery
CFG- error airea 120 and 121 and 122.
Steam doesn't care and I have yet to hear anything from the manufacturer.
I have been told that it is a correction I need to make in steam however, no one will tell me what to do.
I have a very large PC with lots of memory so that isn't the problem
Everything works except I cannot download and use X-Los Angeles and night environment CA.

This is the last software download I will ever purchase from the steam store.
Very sad and disappointed.
. Having been away from MS Flt Sim for two years, I'm really glad to be back. I just hope the setting hold this time with the new
computer.. adds a tiny bit of detail to the greater LA area but looks nothing like the example photos. not even close to being
worth $20. either its a sham or im doing something totally wrong.. Pros: Looks great in the daytime. Lots of recent buildings and
more detail in general. Good looking airports. Higher res ground textures look great from altitude. Lots of recognizable city
features make for a good VFR tour.

Cons: The frame rates are poor compared to more detailed scenery packs (e.g. Drzewiecki Design New York City X). This DLC
needs some serious optimization. Occasionally, the FPS will dip low enough to where I can't control the plane. Also, the custom
buildings have no night textures so they're completely dark at night. Just ugly.

Overall: Not ready for primetime. It's good looking but ultimately disappointing DLC. Wish I could return it.. not worth 20
dollars literallly zero percent changes in graphics and i run rex 4 with a gtx 1080 card ,stick with orbx etc. Very good addon
FSX, nearly as godd as looking at L A on google earth.
RECOMENDED. To be honest, I can't tell you how well the graphics of this add on are on full because my computer can't
handle it. However what I can say is that it does update a lot of the "google maps" part of the scenery. Freeways are easier to
spot. I was very hesitant on getting this add on because of the reviews. I finally manned up because I really needed updated
airports because I was flying on vatsim, and I needed updated taxi ways. Airports look nice, taxi ways are all updated and
compared to everything else this is the only mod you should buy off steam. For the price of getting one updated airport, this add
on gives you all the airports in the area updated. I do recommend this add on especially if you fly this area a lot and fly in
vatsim. Worth every penny.
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It didn't improve the basic graphics,,not worth the money.... it crashes my free flight and i wont use it it breaks FSX but i want
it. I have no idea how this DLC looks like, i\u2019ve tried everything and it ALWAYS crashes everytime I try to even set a
plane close to the city, the \u201cno memory available\u201d message always shows up, no matter if the lower possible settigs. I
cam run all the rest of my scenaries like Manhattan X and San Francisco almost at thr highest settings without any problem, but
this one simply refused to work... totally not recommended, a waste of mony and it is impossible to get some help of steam or
the manufacturer, we are on out own with this useless add-on as soon as we purchase it
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